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PREFACE
The completion of this book is one of the requirements for obtaining the Master’s Degree in Architecture at the Eindhoven University of Technology.
It contains the results of my research on urban
daylight-free farming and other subjects that are
contextually linked to the architectural project.
Furthermore, it contains the architectural drawings
that were produced during the design process.
The project has been supervised by prof.ir. J.D.
Bekkering, ir.arch. M.P. Hemel and ir.arch. B.C.I.M.
Kuit at the Eindhoven University of Technology.
I would like to thank Marcel Krijn from Philips Research and Marjolein de Bruin from Bright Box Venlo,
who both gave me an insight in the current state
of daylight-free cultivation. Furthermore I would like
to thank my supervisors for the helpful feedback
during the research and design process. Lastly,
I want to thank Yui Fai Chow, Ron de Kloet and
Björn Penninkhof for the support during the completion process of this book.
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INTRODUCTION
The project is based on the research question:
“How can an architectural project combine a daylight-free indoor farm with a frequently used underground station and thereby indirectly contribute to
raise awareness of sustainable vegetable production in urban areas?”
After a first round of research on branding and sustainability, the decision was made to put them in
relation to each other by using architecture as a
transmitter. Cities in the future will have to change
towards more sustainability. Therefore, planners
should be concerned with how to organize public
transport in densely populated cities and how to
supply the population with food in a sustainable
manner.
Some big European cities such as Paris and London are currently working on an improvement of
their underground transport system. For example,
the new Crossrail Line in London will have a bigger
capacity than the existing ones due to longer trains
and platforms.
Moreover, companies and research centres all over
the world are testing indoor daylight-free farming

as a sustainable alternative to conventional farming
methods.
This project combines a Crossrail Station in London with a daylight-free indoor farm. This is done
in order to display new farming technologies to
the public using the underground line during their
daily commuting routine. The architectural concept
aims at creating interesting spaces that connect
the farm to the station. Furthermore, the station is
part of the diversification process of the business
estate Canary Wharf. The station will be the main
gate to the estate and brand the new phase of its
development.
The first part of the book contains information
about the estate Canary Wharf, the Canary Wharf
Group, the Crossrail project and the used daylight-free farming method.
The second part of the book contains the architectural drawings and important information about the
building programme, the structure and the functionality of the building.
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Figure 1.0.1 Bridge

CONTEXT
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Canary Wharf
Towards a more diverse future

The estate Canary Wharf is currently in a process of redevelopment towards greater diversity, aiming to attract businesses, residents
and shoppers in the future. Good connection
to public transport networks is particularly important for its success.

Canary Wharf is a business and retail estate in London, located in the Borough of Tower Hamlets. It
is one of the most important business districts in
the UK because many national and international
companies have their headquarters on the estate.
Furthermore, some of the tallest buildings of the
UK are located on the estate.
The construction of Canary Wharf began in the
1980s on the Ilse of Dogs (Gordon, 2001). The
decline of the port industry in the second half of
the last century led to the closing of the docks
and made the redevelopment of the area possible (Gordon, 2001). The estate is now owned
by the Canary Wharf Group, which also owns the
20 Fenchurch Street building in Central London
(Canary Wharf Group PLC, n.d.-a). Between 2001
and 2012, the number of employees in the Canary
Wharf area almost quadrupled (Office for National
Statistics, 2013).
The morphological structure of the estate is significantly different to its surroundings. This difference becomes especially clear if it is compared
to the adjoining, mainly residential district Poplar.
For instance, the two-storey single-family houses
and medium-sized commercial and administrative
buildings stand in strong contrast to the high-rise
on the estate. Furthermore, the street level of the
estate is about 5 metres higher than the street level of Poplar. Most high-rise buildings on the estate stand at the edge of the dock. As a result, the
surrounding docks function as a border. Moreover,
the small number of bridges that allow easy and
comfortable access by foot has the effect that the
estate is separated from its neighbouring areas.
In contrast to the bad connection to its direct sur-
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roundings, the estate is well linked to the infrastructural network of London. The large amount of
public transport stations on the estate makes it easily accessible from afar. There are three stations of
the Docklands Light Railway (DLR) opened during
the redevelopment process in the 1980s (Zehner,
2008). It connects the estate to important locations
all over London, such as the Bank District in Central London and the London City Airport to the east.
In addition, there is a metro station of the Jubilee
Line in the centre of the estate. The station was
designed by London-based architect Sir Norman
Foster (Foster + Partners, n.d.).
In 2018, the estate will also have a station that belongs to the Crossrail Line, London’s newest major
public transport system. The Crossrail Line leads
from the west to the east of the city and will be
used by an expected amount of 200,000,000 passengers a year (Crossrail Ltd, 2016). The station
is situated in the North dock, between the estate Canary Wharf and the district Poplar. The redevelopment plan of the north dock area contains
also a new high-rise building on the North Quay.
The western part of the dock is mainly used as leisure area with several restaurants, bars and promenades. Also UK’s largest inland fish market (The
Mayor and Commonalty and Citizens of the City of
London, 2014), called Billingsgate Market, is located next to the dock. This area, however, does not
belong to the estate.

One Canada Square

North Dock

North Quay building

Poplar

Figure 1.1.1 Canary Wharf
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Figure 1.1.2 HSBC Building

North Dock

Middle Dock

Wood Wharf

South Dock

Figure 1.1.3 Docks on and around Canary Wharf
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Figure 1.1.4 Poplar with Central London in the background

Street level (0)

Shopping Mall (-1)

Shopping Mall (-2)

Figure 1.1.5 Canary Wharf | Levels on Canary Wharf and Poplar
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Canary Wharf Group

The Canary Wharf Group is a real estate company that owns, amongst others, the estate Canary
Wharf.

The owner of the estate, the Canary Wharf
Group, aims at conducting sustainable business. The Crossrail station can be an important tool to brand the location by using
architecture.

The group is concerned with sustainability and published a report in 2014 concerning the current state and future goals. In this report, three key areas
are identified: “developing economies”, “building
communities and relationships” and “protecting the
environment” (Canary Wharf Group PLC, n.d.-b).
Firstly, the estate group aims at making Canary
Wharf the business and retail hot spot in London
and the country. Recently, their strategy changed
towards a more diverse concept including leisure and residential functions (Canary Wharf Group
PLC, n.d.-b). One example is the transformation of
the former industrial area “Wood Wharf” into a residential zone, in which the Canary Wharf Group
is the leading partner (Canary Wharf Group PLC,
n.d.-c).

Sustainable business
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Furthermore, the Canary Wharf Group (n.d.-b) states that their vision is to “embrace smart city technologies and focus more than ever on creating places where people want to be.”(p. 7) With reference
to this aim, the underground farm is an expedient
addition to their portfolio and will help them brand
themselves as a future-orientated business.
A main issue of the first key area “developing economies” is to involve local contractors and communities during the building process and as well as the
operational processes after completion. About a
quarter of the employees on Canary Wharf already
live in the surrounding areas (Canary Wharf Group
PLC, n.d.-b). The new indoor farm will be part of
this strategy. Many jobs are created as most of the
farming processes are deliberately done manually.
The urban farm also offers the opportunity to beco-

me acquainted with new farming technologies. In
particular, young residents of the Borough of Tower
Hamlets, where the unemployment rate of young
people is above the average of London (Canary
Wharf Group PLC, n.d.-b), can be trained to become future city farmers.
The second key area is, amongst others, concerned
with the well-being of people and the leisure activities on the estate. The public spaces around and
on top of the station are designed to be used by
people on and around the estate. The plain areas
of the roof can be used by the residents of the area
for skating and other kinds of sports activities. The
employees on the estate can spend their lunch
time on the roof. They can sit on the steps next to
the water or take a walk through the roof garden on
top of the main cloud. There, small vertical farms
can be used by schools and other groups to grow
their own crops. They are invited to take part in the
activities on the roof to familiarize themselves with
farming technologies at an early age. Furthermore, the availability of a common public space for
a diversity of activities stimulates social cohesion
among different populations.
Moreover, the third key area “protecting the environment” is concerned with the environmental performance of the buildings. News projects of the group
participate in rating processes such as BREEAM
and LEED. According to the sustainability report,
the new projects achieved highest ratings (Canary
Wharf Group PLC, n.d.-b). Amongst others, the
energy consumption is an important issue during
construction and operation processes. The new
Crossrail Station will keep the operational energy
consumption minimal by using the latest LED-technology and by sharing the lighting system between
the station and the farm.

CROSSRAIL STATION
Technology

Programme (Farm/Station)

Contact:
tangible spaces

SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

SUSTAINABILITY
ECONOMIC

Location (Bank district):
future sustainable investments

Shared lighting system
(station / farm) makes indoor
farming sustainable in terms
of energy use

Figure 1.2.1 Crossrail Station & Sustainability
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Crossrail

New public transport for London
The Crossrail Line will further improve the
public transport network of London. Especially the connection between the business
districts Canary Wharf and Central London
will become better due to the high capacity
of the trains

The Crossrail Line will be used by roughly
200,000,000 million passengers a year after its
completion in 2018. It will lead from Reading to
Shenfield in the east of London. The Canary Wharf
Crossrail Station will be part of an extension that
leads to the southern side of the river Thames.
The new Canary Wharf station will be one of the
most frequently used. Up to 12 trains per hour will
stop there during peak hours (Acumen Intelligence
Ltd, 2015). With reference to the Sustainability Report of the Canary Wharf Group (n.d.-b), the number of employees on the estate may double in the
future. Therefore, the Crossrail Line is necessary
to cope with the increasing number of future commuters. Additionally, the residential quarters on the
Wood Wharf area, currently under construction,
will also result in a rise in the number of daily commuters.
The main difference between a new Crossrail station and an existing tube station is the length of the
platform. It will be much longer because the new
trains are about 200 m long. There are plans to
extend the length of the trains to even 240 m, if the
number of users will further increase.
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Liverpool Street

Canary Wharf

Figure 1.3.1 Crossrail line
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Figure 1.3.2 Urband jungle | Public transport on the estate

New Crossrail Station

DLR Station

Tube Station

Figure 1.3.3 Canary Wharf | Main stations
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Indoor farming
A farming revolution?

Big European cities can benefit from urban
indoor farms with daylight-free cultivation.
Various examples in Asia prove that the method is ready for practice. Currently, a lot of
research is being conducted to further improve the farming method.

Indoor farming with artificial light is already practised
widely in Asian countries such as Japan or South
Korea (New Bean Capital and Singapore Farming,
2016). In Europe, there are research centres working
on this method. For example, the Dutch company
Philips is doing research on the method at the High
Tech Campus in Eindhoven (Philips Lighting, n.d.) and
a research centre in Venlo, Bright Box, also engages
with the education side of the farming method (Bright
Box, n.d.).As of today, Philips produces LED-lamps
that are used all over the world for indoor farming
(Philips Lighting, n.d.).
Leafy plants, such as lettuce, and herbs, such as basil, are particularly suitable for growing indoors. The
reason is that these kinds of plants grow fast and
the price/kg is high enough to make indoor farming
profitable.
Various factors are important for the right growing environment, particularly light, water and air (New Bean
Capital and Singapore Farming, 2016).
The plants are grown hydroponically. The method
was developed by Dr. William Frederick Gericke in
1937 (Despommier, 2010). Instead of growing in soil,
the plants are fixed in a growing medium such as mineral wool. Moreover, they are dipped in nutrient-rich
water several times a day. In this way, the amount of
water used can be minimized.
A second important factor is light. Only certain light
colours are necessary for the photosynthetic processes in the plants. The growing process and appearances can also be influence by the light-formula.
This can, for example, result in different shapes and
colours of the plant.
Throughout one day, the light is turned on and off
to simulate a day-night rhythm. Commercial farmers
aim at keeping the night period as short as possible
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in order to grow the crops as fast as possible. Some
farmers in Asia opt for a day period of 18 hours (New
Bean Capital and Singapore Farming, 2016). If daylight is coming inside the farming spaces, this rhythm
has to be adapted to the normal day and night
rhythm. The LED-strips should be placed in a certain distance from the top of the crops. In commercial
farms, the distance between the shelves should be
as small as possible to be able to fit in as many levels
as possible.
The third factor is air. The airflow between the racks
is especially important for the evaporation process
on the plants. To ensure an evenly distributed airflow
among all racks, air is blown out above the crops and
is led to the corridors between the shelves. There, the
air is discharged through ventilation ducts. Furthermore, the farmers have to ensure that the added air
contains a sufficient amount of CO² (New Bean Capital and Singapore Farming, 2016).

LED-lights with special light formula

air flows between the racks

the plants are in movable containers without soil

the plants get dipped in water with nutrients

Figure 1.4.1 Indoor farming rack
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Essay

Food, Lifestyle and Architecture
The research started with a comparison of
alternative consumer - food producer relations that finally led to the architectural
project. The essay illustrates these relations
and gives information about the possible future urban farming revolution.

Alternatives to concentional farming and consumtion approaches
Introduction
The population of the earth will grow up to 8 million people in the year 2015 (Despommier, n.d-a)
and the number and percentage of people living
in cities will rise (Deutsche Presse-Agentur GmbH,
2014).The European city London will have about
11 million residents in the year 2050 (BBC, 2014),
what implies that planners have to think about how
to organize this growth in a sustainable manner.
Sustainability is often divided into three dimensions: the ecological, economic and social dimension (The Economist, 2009). The field of food
production and consumption has an impact on all
three dimensions. With regard to the ongoing urban growth, it will be a future challenge to feed the
population in a sustainable way. Especially interesting is the field of future vegetable farming because
there is a noticeable trend towards a vegetarian
diet in some European countries, such as Germany (Ehrenstein, 2014). It is a well-known fact that
a vegetarian diet has several advantages in terms
of ecological sustainability and health, which are
also pointed out by the environmental organization
WWF that launched a research on that topic (Noleppa & GbR, 2012).
The issue of how to make future farming methods sustainable has been raised by planners and
researchers. This can be done by looking at the
quantity- and the quality-issues of farming. Concerning the quantity, future farming has to be highly
efficient to save resources for future generations.
The quality of farming is amongst others represented by a local, organic and healthy production pro-
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cess and also by a tasteful product. A further important issue is the contact between producer and
consumer. This relation lies somewhere between a
direct and an indirect contact, whereby the absolute direct contact is created when the same person or group is producer and consumer in one. It is
a truism that this unification can only be achieved if
the producing consumer does a selection of plants
that can be farmed by himself and thereby choses
for the abdication of others.
In order to set up different categories of consumer/producer relations, two factors are used in this
essay. The first factor is the physical distance
between the location where the vegetables are
farmed and the area the consumer lives in. This
distance is important in terms of transport sustainability and furthermore for how visible the farming
area and facilities are to the consumer. The second
factor is the grade of participation in all processes
that are related to farming. It is worthy of remark
that the term producer has not to be understood
only in a personal manner, but either as the spatial
and functional aspects of farming.
As a result, the chosen categories are as follows:
rural producer/consumer, rural producer and rural
consumer, rural producer and urban consumer, urban producer and urban consumer, urban producer/consumer (Fig. 1.5.1).
The two categories that put a rural producer in relation with a rural or urban consumer represent the
relations of conventional farming and consumption.
A problem that is often debated nowadays is that
the effects of the consumer/producer relations of
conventional farming are unsustainable with regard
to for example high transport emissions (Coleya,
Howard, & Winter, 2009). The aim of this essay

Producer
Consumer
Relation

URBAN FARMING

COMMUNITY

URBAN
SELFFARMING

CONVENTIONAL FARMING

RURAL

URBAN

Figure 1.5.1 Farming: Consumer/Producer relations
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is to illustrate three alternative farming approaches, of which each is representing a different relation between vegetable producer and consumer.
These are in contrast to the ones of conventional
rural farming and consumption. Equally important
are the architectonical demands and effects of
these alternative relations, especially with regard to
the future transformation of our cities. For example,
the essay deals with the questions of how architects can influence these relations or how a direct
consumer/producer relation can influence the field
of architecture.
Communities
The first investigated alternative is the farming
practice of a community in a rural area. Farming
is amongst others often cited as one of the main
fields of work and life in the communities. As a result, communities are proper examples to research
the rural form of self-sustaining lifestyle. The nonprofit organization Fellowship for Intentional Community (FIC) uses a definition by Geoph Kozeny to
explain what the character of this kind of community is: “An “intentional community” is a group of
people who have chosen to live together with a
common purpose, working cooperatively to create
a lifestyle that reflects their shared core values. The
people may live together on a piece of rural land,
in a suburban home, or in an urban neighborhood,
and they may share a single residence or live in
a cluster of dwellings (Fellowship for International
Community, n.d).”
As it is stated in the definition, these communities
are formed and live with an ideology. This ideology often implies a sustainable thinking. The communities designated themselves to what is in their
opinion living a step ahead to the common society
28

in terms of sustainability. Furthermore, just by the
fact of sharing and overlapping parts of individual
life, independent from what the actual intention of
the communal life is, life can become sustainable.
In this essay, two communities in Germany are
shortly introduced to show their work in the fields
of farming, organization and architecture.
In terms of food consumption, most important for
these communities is to be in control of how their
own food is produced. Thereby they pay attention
on using organic farming methods and try to supply
themselves with self-farmed food. They also make
contact to other local producers to have control
of where additional food, that they can’t produce
on their own, comes from, who is involved in the
production process and how it is produced (Hagen
& Salavati, 2014).
The community “Niederkaufungen” nearby Kassel has nowadays 61 adult members. Additionally,
there are living 21 children in community (state
June 2015). Today, they harvest about 60 different
plants and are able to supply about 120 people
throughout the year (Kommune Niederkaufungen,
2015). Nevertheless they are buying additional food
from other local producers. In 2014, they spent
about 15% percent of their total monthly spending
of about 54000 euros on additional food from outside the community (Hagen & Salavati, 2014). This
high percentage can be explained with their will to
buy only organic and local products and it is a wellknown fact that these usually have a higher price
than products from a conventional supermarket.
The second case study is the eco-village “Ökodorf Sieben Linden” nearby Wolfsburg. The inhabitants live in several dwellings that are organized in
small neighborhoods. In contrast to the community

“Niederkaufungen”, the eco-village is located on a
rural plot that is surrounded by fields and forest.
The founding members of the eco-village intended
to consume only self-farmed products. Today, they
do not have that intend anymore, but according to
own calculations of the community in 2011, they
supply themselves with about 70% selfcropped
fruits and vegetables (Grossarth, 2011).
Most intentional communities make use of a method called “Permaculture” (Ökodorf Sieben Linden,
n.d). The British Permaculture Magazine quotes a
definition by the writer Emma Chapman: “Permaculture, originally ‘Permanent Agriculture’, is often
viewed as a set of gardening techniques, but it has
in fact developed into a whole design philosophy,
and for some people a philosophy for life. Its central theme is the creation of human systems which
provide for human needs, but using many natural
elements and drawing inspiration from natural ecosystems. Its goals and priorities coincide with what
many people see as the core requirements for sustainability (Premaculture, n.d).”
According to this definition, all processes that are
related to farming should be done with a holistic
approach. As a conclusion, the involved community members have to control all related processes in terms of sustainability and to think beyond
the planting and the consumption of crops. This
effects that “Permaculture” can become a “philosophy of life”, as Emma Chapman states.
The farming methods do not need to have direct
relations to architecture, but surely have indirect
ones. In the community “Niederkaufungen”, two
members work as architects and are concerned
with sustainability in architecture (Planen Bauen
Energie, n.d). Most of the members live in a build-

ing nearby the main road through the town Kaufungen and only a small group lives at the outsourced
farm. Nevertheless, the community members, and
presumably also the two architects, share information and knowledge through their processes of
collective decision making and also indirectly by
individual contacts.
In the case of the “Ökodorf Sieben Linden”, the relation was especially represented in the lifestyle of
the neighborhood “Club 99” that existed until the
end of 2011 (Ökodorf Sieben Linden, n.d). It was
one of the most radical neighborhoods in the village (Liftin, 2014). A research launched by the University of Kassel showed that the greenhouse gas
emissions, that were measured in the field of food,
were significantly lower by looking at the vegan living members compared the ones of the rest of the
community (Simon, 2004). The inhabitants of the
neighborhood lived vegan and aimed at using as
less resources as possible in all fields of life. As a
result, they also build a neighborhood building by
using no machines at all and by doing everything
by hand (Story, 2012). From all this it follows that all
fields of the radical lifestyle are linked by a strong
underlying sustainable ideology. Because building
the physical environment and the food production
and consumptions are main fields of life, they are
indirectly interrelated in terms of sustainability. Especially the “Permaculture” ideology shows that
gardening techniques, which it originates from, can
considerably influence the community lifestyle.
However, it is open to question whether the majority of people would be able and willed to live in
a more sustainable manner as exemplified through
the radical lifestyle of the community members.
Nevertheless, the raised awareness about food
production of the community members and the

“locality approach” in their supplying strategy are
suitable role-models for everyone’s life. It is beneficial for the community members that they are able
to partly supply themselves with crops and also
that they have the possibility to purchase products
that are locally produced, according to a sustainable ideology. Thereby, the direct contact to their
suppliers gives them not only the chance to receive
proper information about the offered products but
also to actively address specific sustainability demands.
Urban Farming
Mass-cultivation in daylight and daylight-free settings
Conventional agriculture in rural areas is usually
soil-based. Nevertheless, researchers expect that
the usable topsoil will only exist for another 60 years
(World Economic Forum, 2014). Besides that, there
is a shortage of arable land in some regions of the
world. For example, South Korea is nowadays already a pioneer in applying other framing methods
such as urban indoor farming. There, the relation
between the population size and the available rural
arable land is out of balance (Yeung, n.d).
First of all, let us assume that urban indoor farming
would replace conventional farming in the future.
It is obvious that this would change the way that
urban space looks, how we perceive it and how
urban consumers would relate to the production.
To imagine how this transformation would happen,
it is necessary at this point to distinguish between
cultivation with use of natural light and daylight-free
cultivation. This differentiation is essential to realize
that there is a variety of manners of how the indoor
urban farming can transform the urban space of
our future.

Next to the distinction between using natural or artificial light, there are several indoor farming techniques that can come to application. Indoor urban
farmers usually make use of soil-free techniques
such as hydroponics, aeroponics, aquaponics or
bioponics, whereby the last one is focusing on indoor farming of organic crops.
The term “hydroponics” describes the technique
of growing plants in water. Thereby, the roots are
fixed in a growing medium such as rockwool or
sand. Besides these two, there is a great variety
of other materials that can be used as a growing
medium. “Aeroponics” defines the technique of
farming crops with freely hanging roots. Furthermore, a mixture that consist of water and nutrients
is sprayed on the roots. The term “aquaponics”
describes the technique of combining vegetable
farming with the breeding of fish. The waste water
of the fish production is used to supply the plants
with nutrients (Iseman, 2014). A further variation
is bioponics whereby farmers try to grow crops
soilless in an organic manner (Tyson, Treadwell,
& Simonne, 2011). In the USA a task force was
put together in 2015. They are going to research if
the use of organic fertilizer and other methods can
make hydroponics organic (United States Department for Agriculture, 2015). All these techniques
are being applied and researched in different scales
all over the world.
In architectural terms and at first more important
than the choice for the technique, is the differentiation in daylight or daylight free cultivation. Planners
and stakeholders have to decide carefully about
what the right cultivation method would be, with
regard to the individual needs and circumstances
of the particular urban area and how productive
the farms have to be to supply the population.
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Because urban space is precious and has to be
designed properly to preserve and create a livable
environment, questions are raised about how the
urban agricultural space should be integrated in
the existing urban structure.
In the recent years, many urban farm projects have
been designed and researched. Many already realized projects were concerned with the transformation of urban plots and roof spaces into urban
gardens, such as the “Value Farm” in Shenzhen
(ArchDaily, 2014). In contrast, the focus of this essay is on urban indoor farming.
One possibility is to build vertical farming towers. A
conceptual example of how the urban tissue would
change, if vertical urban farming was applied in that
way that it could supply the whole population of a
city, is given by Dickson Despommier (Despommier, n.d-b). He works as Professor at the Columbia
University and is often called the pioneer of vertical
farming. Also other researches on the topic of food
and architecture such as Carolyn Steel are referring
to his findings (Steel, 2013).
Dickson Despommier conceptually designed an
urban framing skyscraper that could supply about
10.000 people. This skyscraper has a footprint of
10000 m² and 30 floors. For his calculations, he
uses data from a NASA research to define how
many square meters of indoor farming surface
would be needed to supply one person (Despommier, n.d-b).
By looking at Greater London’s urban area with a
population density of 5099,4 people per km² and a
surface of 1623,37 km² (Pointer, 2005), it appears
that about 828 farm skyscrapers would be needed
to supply the city (Fig. 1.5.2). If we assume that
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the city’s population was evenly distributed, the
skyscrapers would stand in a distance of about
1,4 km to each other. An actual application with
regard to the specific population density of all districts would result in a different map. The actual
distribution over London’s surface would need a
more specific research about its functional and
morphological structure. Also where and how people purchase vegetables would influence the actual
application. Because Dickson Despommier’s model is only a concept, the idealized map displays well
how the city’s appearance change. By looking at
the aesthetic and constructive quality of the towers, they would have to be designed to create the
perfect lighting conditions for all plants. This implies the use of glass and other transparent materials. Besides that, also the logistic aspect of these
buildings with regard to harvesting, the packing
and the distribution of the crops would have to be
addressed. Nevertheless, by imagining of how the
amount of towers would change the city, it seems
unrealistic to think of an actual application.
To illustrate all possibilities of how urban indoor
farming can be applied, an insight in daylight-free
cultivation is important. With regard to the ongoing
improvement of LED- technology, the daylight-free
cultivation becomes a practicable alternative to
methods that use natural light. Some indoor farmers already use additional LED lights to create a
better growing environment for plants in greenhouses. An example of pure daylight-free cultivation is a project of the company Mirai in Japan. It
opened an indoor farm in a former hall of the company Sony with a footprint of 2300 m². The actual
crop area is bigger than the footprint of the hall
because the plants are grown in shelves on several levels. As a result, the framers harvest about
10.000 heads of lettuce a day (Cadenbach, 2014).

In Europe, “Growing Underground” is one of the
recently realized projects that apply daylight–free
cultivation. They use a former WW2 shelter that lies
33m under London’s surface. The crops are used
to supply various consumers throughout London
and do not travel further that the highway M 25
around London (Growing Underground, n.d).The
locality approach is one of the biggest assets of
urban farming and can be compared in terms of
sustainable producer/consumer relations to the local network that communities create.
Furthermore, these two projects are useful examples to support a main argument that many
promoters of daylight-free cultivation raise: empty space can be used with less refurbishment demands. That implies that empty office buildings,
abandoned warehouses or factory workshops
could almost immediately be used for farming in
urban areas. These spaces would need complex
technological facilities to create the right growing
environment and also the right facilities to harvest
the plants.To conclude, the architectural quality is
less demanded but surely of importance.
The conclusion to which this analysis leads to is that
architecture can add a certain quality by linking the
urban consumer to the urban producer. Planners
of farming towers would have to integrate them in
the existing urban environment in a way that they
would be an asset to the existing structure and
the inhabitants. The transparent buildings would
be visible landmarks in the urban environment and
through that visibility be a part of everyone’s daily
environment.Daylight-free cultivation farms should
also be a visible part of the urban tissue and not be
separated from the majority of urban consumers in
unapproachable spaces such as tunnels.

Farm

Figure 1.5.2 Possible urban farms in London
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Urban farms should be “tangible” spaces for
consumers. It should not be forgotten that there
are chances to raise people’s awareness about
the field of vegetable farming by farming locally.
The focus of the architect can be on designing a
functional and aesthetically valuable building. For
example, the combination of farming with other urban functions and the creation of interesting
in-between spaces where the differences between
farming experts and urban inhabitants disappear
can indirectly contribute to the re-linking approach.
Thereby, it is not the task of architects to solve
something, but to add a social dimension to the
possible farming revolution, what some experts
believe urban farming will be (Philips Lighting, n.d).
Grow it at home
The mass cultivation in urban areas is a possible
solution to future world hunger. Nevertheless, the
production space with its complex technological
facilities tends to remain the territory of farming experts. Urban consumers that want to go a step further and grow their plants at home can already today chose out of a variety of medium-sized farming
installations, next to commonly applied practice of
growing herbage and vegetables in kitchens, on
balconies or terraces.
An example is the work of three students that grow
plants in a rented former workshop in Berlin. Their
farming room has a footprint of 10m² and the harvested plants are also used to cook for guests in
their own adjacent restaurant. The students also
sell self-made shelves with integrated LED-lights
mainly to companies such as a hotel (Cadenbach,
2014).With a footprint of about 10 m², the small
farm would fit in most of the rooms of a private
house or apartment. Nevertheless, also by assum32

ing that the average consumers would be willed to
spent time on farming, central located living space
in most cities of the “First World” is too expensive
and precious to use it for farming instead of living.
Therefore, a more applicable solution are smallsized installations that create contact between city
dwellers and the technological daylight-free cultivation. For example, the Italian company “bulbolight” produces different sized LED lamps that can
also be added to conventional planting pots (Bulbo, n.d). It is obvious that consumers won’t be able
to supply themselves with daily fresh vegetables by
using these lamps. Nevertheless, these simplified
and user-friendly products should be understood
as “ambassadors” of the farming movement that
will possibly change our way of farming. Moreover,
the contemporary design can raise the attractiveness of these lamps and thereby help the technology to appear in the private spaces of urban
dwellers.
Conclusion
To summarize, all three illustrated alternatives can
contribute in different ways to sustainable farming
in the future. All in all, it must be acknowledge that
the use of daylight-free cultivation would be the
most practical method to fight against future world
hunger. Thereby, not all of the production space
has to be architectonically expressed by interesting
and attractive spaces. Some iconic architectural
projects can represent the cultivation method and
become visible parts of the urban environment.
Nevertheless, all three alternatives can benefit to
re-link the average consumer to farming processes
and effect a more aware consumption. The sustainable ideology of communities can be an eligible
example for every consumer. Certainly, the more

radical approaches have to be questioned and
maybe interpreted in a more applicable manner.
Also home-farming solutions can wake the interest
to investigate more in future technologies. In conclusion, the re-linking can and has to happen in
different fields of life and on all scales, from private
homes to shared urban space, and finally result in
a more aware majority of people.
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Figure 2.0.1 Roof garden on main cloud

PROJECT
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Architectural concept
Creating an urban cloud landscape

The structure has been tested during the design process. Several physical models have
been made in order to also examine the relation to the surroundings.

The design process is inspired by the idea to create an urban farm that displays the farming processes to the public. The link between the mostly
private farming space and the public area in, on
and around the building is created by using light
and structure as connecting elements. The design of the structure aims at creating an urban roof
landscape that is linked to the indoor farming.
Firstly, a grid of angled lines is used in order to create a basis for a 3-dimensional landscape. These
lines and the angle points are related to the context of the station. For example, the main grid lines
of the western section are related to the square in
front the One Canada building in order to open it
up to the other side of the dock, where a new part
of the estate is currently under construction.
In a second step, the grid lines are transformed
into a 3-dimensional structure that leads from the
platform to the surface on top of the station.The
farming clouds should become the main and most
visible part of the structure. They are designed in
order to connect different levels and to distribute
light onto all levels.
During the whole design process, the 2-dimesional
grid has been adapted several times in order to improve the 3-dimensional structure. Various structures have been tested in physical models and the
final result is a perfect combination of interesting
indoor spaces and a beautiful public roof structure.
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Figure 2.1.1 Cloud structure

Figure 2.1.2 Sitting area on top of the cloud

Figure 2.1.3 Stairs between two levels

Figure 2.1.4 Farming space
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Figure 2.1.5 Model design phase 1 | roof structure
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Figure 2.1.6 Model design phase 2 | roof structure

Figure 2.1.7 Model design phase 3 | cloud detail
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main entrance hall

Figure 2.1.8 Section

sitting steps

water passage

restaurant

skate park

main cloud with roof garden

bridge

night club

water taxi station

delivery

Architectural drawings
Plans
Figure-ground plan
Floorplans
Roof
Promenade level
Restaurant/Club
Farm
Check-in/out area
Platform
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250m

Figure 2.2.1 Figure-ground

skate park

10 m

Figure 2.2.2 Roof
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Nort Quay
Building

water taxi

entrance hall

station square

10 m

Figure 2.2.3 Ground floor
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passage

10m

Figure 2.2.4 Restaurant & night club (-1)
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restaurant

10m

Figure 2.2.5 Indoor farm (-2)
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10m

Figure 2.2.6 Check-in (-3)
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10m

Figure 2.2.7 Platform (-4)
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Architectural drawings
Elevations

Elevation west
Elevation east
Elevation south
Elevation north
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NORTH
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SOUTH

5m

+5m

Figure 2.2.8 Elevation west

5m

+5m

Figure 2.2.9 Elevation east
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10m

+5m

Figure 2.2.10 Elevation south
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10m

+5m

Figure 2.2.11 Elevation north
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Architectural drawings
Sections

Section A-A‘
Section B-B‘
Section C-C‘ shows the routes to the platform.
Section D-D‘ shows the location of the farming
clouds.
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Figure 2.2.12 Section A-A‘

Figure 2.2.13 Section B-B‘
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Figure 2.2.14 Section C-C‘
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10m

Figure 2.2.15 Section D-D‘
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Construction

From simple element to complex building
The design of the roof landscape is based on
a simple structure that consists of a few elements. These can be pre-fabricated and put in
place at the construction site.

At first sight, the structure of the roof and the clouds
appears complex. In fact, it is quite simple because it
is based on only a few elements. To be specific, the
building consists of two parts: a group of three small
clouds that house the farms, and a big cloud in the
centre of the station.
Each smaller clouds only consists of one element
that is transformed in various ways and connected
to each other in order to create the cloud. All three
smaller clouds are structurally identical, just rotated
around a vertical axis and combined with the main
cloud to form the whole building. The big cloud also
only consist out of one element that is mirrored and
forms the roof structure in the centre of the station.
In short, apart from the foundation and the outer
walls, the biggest part of the station structure consists of two basic elements.
The steel structure of the clouds is based on an
angled grid.
The primary structural system is formed by the outer
walls and beams that are resting on columns in the
centre of the station. Each smaller cloud has a truss
structure in its centre to be able to span over a long
distance without columns. Also the primary system of
the main cloud is built out of trusses to keep the large
void free of columns.
The secondary system consists of beams that span
form the outer walls to the middle beam. They are
placed with a distance of 5m or 2,5m from each
other, depending on the orientation of the grid.
Additional constructive support is offered by the
four cores that house the emergency stairs, building
technique and elevators. Finally, pre-stressed concrete slaps are resting on the beams and trusses.
They can span over a long distance and save weight.
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Figure 2.3.1 Farming clouds and roof structure

+

Figure 2.3.2 Transformation of the basis element to a farming cloud
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primary system
secondary system clouds

Figure 2.3.3 Diagramatic constrcution scheme
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Detail

1
precast concrete slab 100 mm
bituminous seal
insulation 400 mm
vapour barrier
concrete topping 50 mm
prestessed concrete 200 mm
IFB beam
hanged concrete sheet 5 mm

1

3

2
cement screed 85 mm
polythene separating layer
impact sound insulation 35 mm
concrete topping 50 mm
prestressed concrete 200mm
IFB beam
hanged conrete sheet 5mm
3
precast concrete
mineral insulation
I-beam 690 mm

2

Figure 2.3.4 Detail section
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Material

The beauty of concrete
Most of the visual parts of the building are made
of concrete in order to create a coherent look.
The greenery on the rooftop and the facades
adds a contrasting layer to it.
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The materials are chosen for structural, contextual
and functional reasons.
The building should blend in its surroundings and
become a visible but not a disturbing part of the
North dock area. The roof should work as an elevated urban landscape that is linked to all levels.
Above all, the structure which refers to a natural
landscape should be the most visible feature of
the station. Therefore, the surface is made out of
concrete in order to create a link to other materials
of the street level. The aim is to create a smooth
transition between the surroundings and the rooftop. The facade material is also concrete in order to
make it look as a part of the stepped roof structure.
The contrast between the concrete and the greenery on and around the building should create an
interesting symbiosis.
Furthermore, the façades at the short edges of the
building are partly grown over with mosses. Therefore, a special concrete is used that allows mosses
or other biological organisms to grow on the surface. Researchers of the University Politècnica de
Catalunya have tested the material under different
conditions throughout Europe (Manso, 2014).
The concrete elements of the façade consist of four
layers. One structural layer of conventional concrete has a waterproofing layer on top of it. On top of
this layer is a layer of “biological” concrete that is
covered with a further layer. This layer lets water
through to the “biological” concrete and redirects
it to where the mosses have to grow (Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, 2012). In order to have
sufficient light on the façade, there is a LED-strip
above each green concrete layer. The light will stimulate growth and mark the entrance areas at the
end of the building during dark or misty periods.

LED-lamp

top layer
„biological“ concrete
waterproofing layer
structural layer

Figure 2.4.1 „Green“ facade element
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Farming cloud

Indoor farms light up the station
By opening an indoor farm on Canary Wharf,
the estate becomes a part of the urban farming revolution that is happening all over
the world. The building displays new technologies to the public and renders them tangible.

In 2015, the British newspaper The Independent
published an article with a provocative title “Lettuce is ‘three times worse than Bacon’ for emissions (…)” (Withnall, 2015).
The content of the article is based on the research
results of a research team at the Carnegie Mellon University (Withnall, 2015). The researchers
examined different diets and their impact on the
environment. With regard to leafy crops, how it is
grown is particularly crucial. Especially the extensive water use of conventional methods is an issue
in the growing process. This issue can be solved
by using techniques such as hydroponics.
A further issue is the transportation emissions.
These emissions can be reduced by farming locally
and thereby minimizing the distance to supermarkets and consumers.
Dickson Despommier (2010), the designated indoor farming pioneer, uses in his book The Vertical
Farm a bar graph that shows the CO² emissions
of different product chains. Looking at the food
category “Fruit/vegetables”, one can see that the
percentage of emissions that are produced during
the transport of fruits and vegetables is one of the
highest compared to other food categories. By
connecting the farm to the public transport system
of London, the transport emissions can be minimized because people can directly buy the crops
on their way back home. Furthermore, the location
on the estate Canary Wharf is perfect to guarantee
low transport emissions. The grown crops can be
directly sold by the supermarkets at the adjacent
shopping centres. Furthermore, the restaurants
and cafeterias in the shopping malls and the companies on the estate can use the crops to prepare
food for their guests and employees.
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The focus of this project lies more on educational
purposes than on creating the most efficient farm.
The interesting space and building program make
people aware of the existence of the new urban
farming technologies and create contact.
Nevertheless, the farm is able to supply all employees on Canary Wharf with everyday fresh lettuce.
The farm will have a total growing surface of 4,410
m². On every square meter, about 100 kg lettuce
can be grown every year (Infineon Technologies
AG, 2016). Based on this estimation, 441,000 kg
lettuce can be produced in the farming clouds.
According to article ’’The role of seasonality in lettuce consumption: A case study of environmental
and social aspects’’, the British people consume
approximately 60 g lettuce per capita per week,
what is about 3 kg per year (Hospido, et al., 2009).
As a result, 147,000 persons can be fully supplied
with lettuce by the indoor farm.
This is half of the population in the borough of Tower Hamlets and about 1,5 times the number of
employees in the Canary Wharf area.

Figure 2.5.1 Farming cloud
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Connection Farm&Station
Creating overlap
The station is a building with a twofold building programme. All spaces are designed
in order to create an overlap and interesting
in-between spaces making use of the qualities of both programmes. These spaces are
useable for the public on the estate in various ways.

The farm and the station are related in multiple
ways. Firstly, they are technologically and operationally linked. Secondly, the users of the station
are put in relation to the indoor farming facilities
through the building programme. Finally, the design of the station building is linked to the farm in a
conceptual and symbolic manner.
The technological and operational connection is
above all created by the shared lighting system.
The main walking routes are alongside or through
the farming clouds. Hence, the station does not
need a large part of the lighting system for illumination. Moreover, the operation hours of the farm
are linked to those of the station and the additional
programmes.
For example, the clouds at the main entrance are
in relation to the station’s opening hours and the
cloud adjacent to the club is related to its opening
hours.
Furthermore, there is contact through the building
programme. It should be noted that the farming
areas must maintain a high level of hygiene and
therefore their access must be restricted to employees only. The plants can easily be infected because no pesticides will be used. Nevertheless, all additional public functions, such as the night club or
the restaurant, are related to the adjacent farming
clouds.
One of the clouds is in the centre of the nightclub.
The purple light shines out of it onto the dance
floor. The currently used light formula determines
the light colour and thus the atmosphere in the
club.
The restaurant is situated on the opposite side of
the main cloud. Out of the restaurant, guests can
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either look down on the platform or into the adjacent farming cloud. Moreover, there is a void above the preparation chamber between the farming
cloud and the restaurant. People can look into the
chamber where the employees of the farm are processing the plants. For example, small seedlings
are put in the containers to grow them in the cloud
and fully grown crops are packaged for sale in the
supermarkets and shops on the estate and in the
neighbourhood. The crops can also be brought
into the kitchen of the restaurant and be consumed
by the guests. They can follow the whole production chain of the food they order. This creates transparency that is often missing in the conventional
consumer-producer relation.
Besides, there are small sales counters along the
routes from the platform to the exits of the station
where people can buy the crops directly out of the
containers that they are grown in. There is also a
shop where people can buy indoor farming related
products, such as books about indoor farming or
small LED- home installations to grow plants and
herbs at home.

Figure 2.6.1 Escalator through farming cloud

The farm and the station building are also linked
in a conceptual manner. Light is the main medium
that transfers the farm in a symbolic manner to the
outside of the station. During the night, the purple
light shines out of the openings in the roof and is
reflected on the glass facades of the surrounding
high-rise buildings. As a result, the farm will be visible even from Central London.
Furthermore, the farming spaces are located in
spiral-form clouds. These clouds are the main elements of the building and determine the overall
structure. The layered appearance of the farming
spaces is reflected in the stepped surfaces of the
cloud structure and also in the façade design. The
aim is to create a coherent appearance.
The façades of the western and eastern ends of
the building already show in a symbolic manner
what can be seen inside the farm. They are made
out of elements containing concrete where moss
can grow on. This “green” concrete parts are combined with layers made out of conventional concrete. As a result, the overall look is reminiscent of
the farming racks inside the clouds.
A further symbolic conceptual link between the
farms and the design of the station is the greenery
on the roof. The plants on top of the entrance areas
and the main cloud are planted with a rational layout. They form vertical elements that resemble
the farming racks inside the clouds. Thus, people
who walk on the roof can already experience what
awaits them inside the farm.
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Figure 2.6.2 Check-in area „light cathedral“

Routing

Light as a guiding tool
One brief of the new Crossrail station is to
improve the routing on Canary Wharf. It
works as a connector between the central
area around the middle dock and the North
Quay that is currently under development.

Around the north dock, the public spaces are orientated towards the water and have a certain quality.
Unfortunately, this area is currently not well linked
and only accessible by one pedestrian bridge.
The central area of the estate has an above-ground
street network and also a network of multi-layered
underground passages that is linked to the buildings and shopping malls. Furthermore, the metro
station and the DLR-stations on the central dock
are connected to these passages. As a result, pedestrians do not need to take the above-ground
public spaces and routes to walk from one location
to another.
One brief of the new station is to create a smooth
transition between the multiple layers of the central
area of Canary Wharf and the single level of the
North Quay area. Therefore, the roof of the station is a partly accessible public space. Visitors can
walk from the Canary Wharf street level down to
the promenades that start at the eastern and western ends of the building. There, they can also access the underground passages.
Furthermore, the bridge that is crossing the station
on top roof level can be used by pedestrians and
cars in order to access or leave the estate. It forms
the direct connection between the estate and the
district Poplar.
The western section of the station houses the main
entrance hall. This is where most routes from both
sides of the dock come together. Furthermore, it
lies on the axis between the entrance of the new
North Quay building and the station square at the
southern side of the dock. This square is accessible from the One Canada shopping mall, the street
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level of the central area and the promenade leading to the west. It is also situated in direct neighbourhood to the bus stops and the DLR station
“Canary Wharf”.

Routes

CROSSRAIL

METRO STATION

METRO STATION

Figure 2.7.3 Routes Canary Wharf before /after
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The internal routing of the station is twofold.
Firstly, the main routes are designed with the intention to make it possible to access and leave the
platform fast. People will be guided by the light of
the farming clouds.
From the outside, the first indicator of the route to
the platform is the light that shines out from the
openings in the façade. Inside either the western
or eastern entrance hall, people are led to the core
of the adjacent cloud. There, openings are cut
out of the farming space and escalators can be
used to go down to the check-in level above the
platform. Around the escalators, the light intensity is at its maximum and symbolizes the transition
between aboveground and underground. Furthermore, one can take a close look between the farming racks where the possible lunch or dinner is
growing. At the check-in level, passengers taking
either the escalators or the elevators can pass the
ticket control. There, the full height of the framing
racks is revealed and creates an appearance alike
a cathedral of light. After passing the control, the
platforms can be accessed by other escalators. At
the platform, the openings at the underside of the
clouds let light shine on the passengers waiting for
the train and allow them a glimpse of the farming
spaces.
Pedestrians strolling on top of the station and not
intending to use the metro can experience the building in a different way.
The main route leads from the western to the eastern part of the station. Visitors can walk from the
main entrance hall to the lowered rooftop space
between the two western clouds. There, the floor
level lies just under water level in order to let water
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flow on top of the building. This water passage can
be crossed by walking on wooden elements that
are floating on the water. At both sides of the water
are benches that can be used by employees that
spend their lunch break outside.
Instead of crossing the water on top of the roof,
they can use an indoor passage that leads from
one side to the other and allows a view at the farming spaces and the check- in area.
The route continues on the other side of the water.
There, people can walk up to the roof level. After
enjoying the view on the surroundings and the towers of Central London in the distance, they can
walk along the skate park to the main cloud where
stairs lead down to the water level and up again.
There, they can leave the roof by using the bridge
or go down to eastern entrance hall and the adjoining promenade.

Routes
Water
Garden
Cloud

ground
floor

roof

ground
floor
-3

-4

Figure 2.7.4 Fast route to platform / slow route on roof
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Branding Canary Wharf
Creating a tangible space
In order to design a building that brands
the estate Canary Wharf, the qualities of the
twofold building programme are examined
and used to design a building that has a
unique appearance.
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Since Canary Wharf was designed and built from
scratch in the end of the 20th century, the estate
became a well-known business location in London
and the UK. Nevertheless, it is also an example of
failure. After the first buildings were completed, half
of the available space was not rented out.
The diversification process that the estate currently
goes through can lead to a brighter future for the
project.
Because Canary Wharf is located outside of Central London, the infrastructure that connects it to
the rest of the city is particularly important. The
success of the estate is always linked to the existence and functionality of the public transport network. Besides, the architecture of the stations is
influencing the image of Canary Wharf, because
they are the main gates to the estate. All existing
stations have been built during other phases to
serve certain purposes. Therefore, the concept of
the new station can be an important tool to redefine the understanding of the estate in the future.
Due to the high capacity of the line, it will be the
main connector of the estate to the rest of the city.
A brand is created by what is tangible of a place
or building. It depends on what the architectural
concept has to offer to the people that are perceiving and above all using a building or a place. In
relation to its surroundings, the appearance of the
station on the outside seems modest. It does not
try to compete with the strong vertical landmarks
on the estate. Rather, it aims at creating a usable space for the public on the ground floor level.
Nevertheless, the farming clouds inside the station
are radically different to what people conventionally consider to be a farm. Especially the play with
the unexpected makes the Canary Wharf Crossrail
Station outstanding. The light is the main tool that

is transporting this internal otherness to the outside. The smooth transition between the modest
outside and the spectacular inside create a unique
experience and are branding the place.
For example, people that are approaching by train
will already see the purple light in the tunnel. They
will directly know where they are, without listening
to the announcement or looking at the map.
In contrast to the various architectural projects
that combine built environment with green spaces
such as roof gardens in order to create a green
and sustainable feel to it, the station adds a new
layer of green infrastructure to the city. This layer is
more valuable and honest because it combines the
green appearance with a functional purpose. The
station displays the new framing technologies to
the consumers and at the same time shows all important parts of the product chain that are normally
hidden to the end consumers.

Figure 3.1.1 Main entrance

CONCLUSION
Above all, the answer to the research question can
be found in the design of the farm and how it is
linked to the station. Particularly the use of the medium light as an architectural tool creates a building that is be able to brand the new phase of the
estate Canary Wharf.
Furthermore, the display of the farming space,
which is radically different to outdoor fields and
conventional greenhouses, allows a glimpse of
the farming processes. The otherness of this space has the potential to wake interest in examining
how a farm operates. This interest can be a reason
for future generations to investigate sustainable
farming technologies that change our future cities.
Especially financial areas such as Canary Wharf,
where investments for the future are made and
where people are keen on supporting new technologies, are the perfect locations to start with the
possible farming revolution in Europe.

accomplished by redrawing and connecting the
existing routes and creating a roof space that can
be used for various activities.
One finding is that new technologies, such as daylight-free farming, can change our urban environment in a positive manner. It is important that architects add a further layer to the technological side
of it.

Moreover, an underlying brief of the project is it to
design a building that improves the public space
in the North Dock area of Canary Wharf. This is
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